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1 Introduction

Constrained Horn Clauses have proven to sit at a sweet spot: the language of Horn clauses is expres-
sive enough to capture interesting properties of complex systems; at the same time, their mathematical
properties (in particular the existence of least models) enable efficient algorithms and solvers that scale
to real-world applications. Nevertheless, for a long time, people have tried to extend the language of
Horn clauses, while keeping some of its convenient properties. Among others, it was proposed to extend
Horn clauses with well-foundedness predicates [4], universally quantified literals in the clause body [5],
existentially quantified literals in the clause head [3], and disjunctions in heads [2].

This abstract presents ongoing work in a similar direction: the development of optimizing solvers in
which side conditions are formulated in terms of Horn clauses, and optimization objectives are charac-
terized using finite lattices. This setting naturally generalizes MaxSAT/SMT [1] (and minimal unsatis-
fiability) to the setting of Horn clauses, and thus captures many forms of analysis/reasoning tasks; for
instance, the exploration of all counterexamples of a set of clauses, the inference of safe parameters or
sufficient pre-conditions, or program repair. Our work builds on a lattice-based optimization framework
that was presented in [7, 8], but which only included a prototypical implementation that was not directly
reusable in other contexts. The abstract recapitulates the optimization framework, gives an overview of
ongoing implementation work within Eldarica [6], and illustrates the use of optimization for repair.

2 Lattice-Based Optimization

2.1 Basic Framework

The optimization framework developed in [7, 8] is inspired by MaxSAT/SMT [1], but generalizes MaxSAT
in two ways: (i) where MaxSAT can be seen as a search on the powerset lattice induced by some set of
constraints, the framework in [7, 8] considers arbitrary (finite and complete) lattices; and (ii) where side
conditions in MaxSAT are given in terms of SAT or SMT constraints, the feasibility of solutions in [7, 8]
can be defined by any (computable) function.

The central definition needed to explain the framework is the notion of an optimization lattice; the
following definition is a slightly generalized version of the one in [7]:

Definition 1 (Optimization lattice) An optimization lattice is a triplet (⟨L,⊑L⟩,F,obj) consisting of a
complete lattice ⟨L,⊑L⟩, a downward-closed feasibility predicate F ⊆ L, and a monotonically increasing
objective function obj : L→D to a totally ordered domain D. Elements in F are called feasible. Because
F is downward-closed, the predecessors of feasible elements are also feasible, and the successors of
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infeasible elements are also infeasible. An element l ∈ L is maximal feasible if l is feasible, but all of its
successors are infeasible. An element lmax ∈ L is optimal if it is maximal feasible, and it is the case that
obj(lmax) = max{obj(l) | l ∈ F}.

Examples of useful optimization lattices are powerset lattices, interval lattices, as well as lattice
products [7]. Algorithms to compute maximal feasible and optimal elements, for finite lattices, were
presented in [7, 8]; since those algorithms represent lattices symbolically, they can also handle large (but
finite) lattices, say, lattices with > 1010 elements. We are developing a Scala library of those algorithms,
as well as an embedded domain-specific language (EDSL) to formulate optimization problems.1

2.2 Lattice-Based Optimization Modulo Horn Constraints

The optimization framework can immediately be used to derive solvers for MaxCHC, the maximum satis-
fiability problem over Horn clauses. Given a set HC of constrained Horn clauses, consider the powerset
lattice P(HC), as well as the feasibility predicate F = {S ⊆ HC | S is satisfiable} that can be imple-
mented using an existing Horn solver. Solutions of MaxCHC are then the maximal feasible elements
of the induced optimization lattice. Partial and weighted MaxCHC (including hard/soft constraints, or
giving weights to clauses) can be modelled by choosing an appropriate objective function obj.

To obtain a corresponding MinUNSAT solver, we can construct the inverted powerset lattice induced
by some set of clauses, and choose the feasibility predicate F = {S⊆ HC | S is unsatisfiable}.

The challenge, of course, is to make such constructions efficient, since the exploration of the opti-
mization lattice will require many expensive satisfiability checks on subsets of HC. A practical imple-
mentation therefore requires an underlying incremental Horn solver that is tailored to the case of solving
many similar queries. We are in the process of extending our solver Eldarica [6] for this purpose, using
a notion of parameterized clauses:
Definition 2 (Parameterized Clause Set) A parameterized clause is a constrained Horn clause over a
set R = Rsym∪Rpar of relation symbols, including a subset Rpar of parameters. If m : Rpar→ Constr is a
function mapping every n-ary parameter symbol to a formula/constraint over n free variables, then the
instance HC[m] of a parameterized clause set HC is obtained by replacing every parameter p∈ Rpar with
the constraint m(p).
The incremental version of Eldarica is able to directly process parameterized clauses, and postpone the
instantiation of parameter symbols to as late in the pipeline as possible, thus minimizing the amount
of work that has to be repeated when solving different clause set instances. Eldarica can also reuse
counterexamples, perform local search, and (in the future) reapply CEGAR predicates across instances.

This yields the following recipe for defining optimization problems modulo Horn clauses: (i) define
a set HC of parameterized Horn clauses, such that the instances of the clauses cover the intended search
space; (ii) define a lattice ⟨L,⊑L⟩ representing the search space, in which elements o ∈ L are labelled
with instantiation functions mo; (iii) use the feasibility predicate F = {o ∈ L | HC[mo] is sat/unsat}, im-
plemented using an incremental Horn solver; (iv) choose a suitable objective function on the lattice. The
downward-closedness of the feasibility predicate can be ensured syntactically, for instance by choosing
a monotonic labelling function mo on the lattice, and restricting parameters Rpar to the clause bodies.

3 A Case Study: Repair in Software-defined Networking

We have used an earlier implementation of an optimizing Horn solver in the domain of repairing SDN
configurations [7], and outline how this case study can be mapped to the proposed framework. Consider

1https://github.com/uuverifiers/lattice-optimiser
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Figure 1: Software-defined network [7]
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Figure 2: Inverted interval lattice [7]

Figure 1, which shows a three-layer topology in data centers. The network sends the packets originating
from a host upward and then back downward to the destination host. Assume the host H1 sends traffic
to H2 and H3, but this traffic should not reach H4. To implement this policy, the operator installs, e.g.,
a forwarding rule at C1 to filter packets from H1 going towards A4 and also disable the link A3−T4 for
good measure (in the figure, this disabled link is indicated by a “ ” symbol.)

For maintenance, the network operator has turned off the core switch C2. When the network operator
brings back C2, it causes a safety violation, since there is a new path from H1 to H4. There are multiple
repair solutions to this violation: the repair engine may disconnect the links A1−C2 and A2−C2, or take
C2 offline and return the network to its initial state, or rewrite the traffic from H1 to another type of
traffic by modifying packet headers, or add filters for H1 traffic on a number of links: {A1−C2,A2−C2},
{C2−A4,A4−T4}, {A4−T4}, etc.

To derive such possible repair strategies, we assume that the safety of the network has been mod-
elled as a set of Horn clauses [7]. This set includes clauses representing the topology and the con-
figuration of the network, for instance will the sending of packets from A4 to T4 be modelled as a
clause sT4(pkt′, trc′)← sA4(pkt, trc)∧ φ . Intuitively, a predicate sT4(pkt, trc) expresses that packets pkt
can reach T4 via path trc. To search for repairs that involve filtering between A4 and T4, the clause can
be replaced with a parameterized clause sT4(pkt′, trc′)← sA4(pkt, trc)∧filter(pkt)∧φ . The relation sym-
bol filter ∈ Rpar is the parameter, and will be substituted with concrete constraints during optimization.
To search for repairs that will block packets to a certain port range, an interval lattice like in Figure 2
can be chosen, and the instantiation functions be defined as m[l,u](filter) = (pkt.port ̸∈ [l,u]). Maximal
feasible elements in the lattice represent safe configurations in which a minimal range of ports is blocked;
for instance, the intervals (2,3) and [4,+∞). To model a larger space of possible repairs, multiple pa-
rameters can be introduced, and a product optimization lattice be chosen. To express the preference of
certain kinds of repairs, an appropriate objective function can be added.

4 Conclusions

We have outlined work towards optimizing Horn solvers. Next steps in this project include further types
of lattices and general improvements in the lattice-optimization library, an improved and more efficient
interface between the library and the Horn solver, and a suitable language (Scala- or SMT-LIB-based)
for making optimization available to users.
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